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SUMMARY

In addition to sculpting eukaryotic transcripts by
removing introns, pre-mRNA splicing greatly impacts
protein composition of the emerging mRNP. The
exon junction complex (EJC), deposited upstream
of exon-exon junctions after splicing, is a major con-
stituent of spliced mRNPs. Here, we report compre-
hensive analysis of the endogenous human EJC
protein and RNA interactomes. We confirm that the
major ‘‘canonical’’ EJC occupancy site in vivo lies
24 nucleotides upstream of exon junctions and that
the majority of exon junctions carry an EJC. Unex-
pectedly, we find that endogenous EJCs multimerize
with one another and with numerous SR proteins to
form megadalton sized complexes in which SR pro-
teins are super-stoichiometric to EJC core factors.
This tight physical association may explain known
functional parallels between EJCs and SR proteins.
Further, their protection of long mRNA stretches
from nuclease digestion suggests that endogenous
EJCs and SR proteins cooperate to promote mRNA
packaging and compaction.

INTRODUCTION

In cells, all RNAs exist as ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs). The

protein components of these particles both add functionality to

the RNA and serve as key structural elements of the overall

complex. Themost compositionally diverse RNPs are those con-

tainingmessenger RNAs (mRNPs), and several hundred different

polypeptides have now been identified as mRNP components

(Baltz et al., 2012; Castello et al., 2012; Dreyfuss et al., 2002).

Among these are proteins recognizing specific structures (e.g.,

the cap and polyA-tail-binding proteins) and others associating

along the RNA’s length in a largely sequence independent

manner (e.g., YB-1 protein) (Moore, 2005). Other abundant
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mRNP components are heterogeneous nuclear RNP (hnRNP)

and serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins, which recognize short

sequence motifs via sequence-specific RNA-binding domains

(Dreyfuss et al., 2002; Singh and Valcárcel, 2005). SR proteins

characteristically contain one to two N-terminal RNA recognition

motifs (RRMs) and a C-terminal domain rich in RS dipeptides

subject to dynamic phosphorylation (Long and Caceres, 2009).

These proteins are often loaded cotranscriptionally and many

accompany the fully processed mRNA to the cytoplasm. The

three best-studied shuttling SR proteins are SRSF1 (ASF/SF2),

SRSF3 (SRp20), and SRSF7 (9G8). All three become dephos-

phorylated during the course of pre-mRNA processing and, in

the dephosphorylated state, promote mRNP transit through

the nuclear pore by interacting with export factors (Huang and

Steitz, 2005). Also facilitating mRNP export is the transcription/

export (TREX) complex (UAP56, Aly/REF, and THO subcomplex)

loaded near the 50 cap during transcription and pre-mRNA

splicing (Cheng et al., 2006).

Another set of proteins stably associated with both nuclear

and cytoplasmic mRNPs is the exon junction complex (EJC).

EJCs are deposited upstream of exon-exon junctions as a

consequence of pre-mRNA splicing (Le Hir et al., 2000a). Unlike

hnRNP and SR proteins, the EJC has no apparent sequence

dependence. Rather, it binds RNA primarily through eIF4AIII,

a sequence-independent DEAD box protein (Shibuya et al.,

2004) that grasps RNA stably only when associated with its part-

ners, Y14 andMagoh. A fourth protein, MLN51, can further stabi-

lize eIF4AIII on RNA (Ballut et al., 2005; Bono and Gehring, 2011).

This core serves as a binding platform for additional ‘‘peripheral’’

EJC factors. These include Pinin, Upf3, SKAR, SRm160, the

‘‘ASAP’’ complex (RNPS1, Acinus, and SAP18), and the TREX

proteins UAP56 and Aly/REF (Bono and Gehring, 2011). When

assembled in in vitro splicing reactions, the EJC has been esti-

mated to be �350 kDa and protects 8–10 nt from nuclease

digestion (Le Hir et al., 2000a).

In mammalian cells, core EJC proteins and peripheral factors

interface with numerous machineries controlling mRNA export,

translation, and decay (Giorgi and Moore, 2007; Tange et al.,

2004). The EJC is known to promote export of spliced mRNAs
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in vertebrates, perhaps through its close association with the

TREX complex (Cheng et al., 2006). One of the best-understood

EJC functions is its role in discriminating between premature and

normal translation termination events. When translation termi-

nates on a mammalian mRNA upstream of at least one EJC,

Upf3 and its cofactors Upf1 and Upf2 orchestrate a series of

events that destabilize the message by a process known as

nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) (Rebbapragada and

Lykke-Andersen, 2009). Another documented role for the EJC

in mammalian cells is enhanced translation of newly synthesized

mRNAs through interactions between SKAR and activated

S6-kinase (Gudikote et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2008; Nott et al.,

2004; Wiegand et al., 2003).

To date, all studies exploring mammalian EJC deposition,

structure, and composition have been carried out either in vitro

or using exogenously expressed proteins and/or reporter RNAs

in vivo (Bono andGehring, 2011; Tange et al., 2004). In this study,

we report comprehensive analysis of the endogenous EJC inter-

actome, including the complete EJC proteome and all tightly

associated RNA fragments strongly protected from nuclease

digestion. Surprisingly, endogenous EJCs multimerize both

with one another and with numerous SR proteins to form mega-

dalton sized complexes in which SR proteins are super-stoichio-

metric to EJC core factors. This intimate physical association

may explain known functional similarities between EJCs and

SR proteins. Additionally, their protection of extended mRNA

regions from nuclease digestion suggests that cooperation

between endogenous EJCs and SR proteins leads to higher-

ordermRNP structures, whichmay facilitate overall mRNA pack-

aging and compaction.

RESULTS

An Unexpectedly Long Footprint for Endogenous
Human EJCs
EJC deposition in vitro is strictly splicing dependent, and once

formed, the complex is remarkably stable (Le Hir et al., 2000a).

Therefore, we reasoned that a native RNA:protein immunopre-

cipitation in tandem (RIPiT) approach could be used to purify

endogenous EJCs and their RNA footprints (Figure 1A and Fig-

ure S1A available online). Validating this approach, Myc-Magoh

only copurified with FLAG-eIF4AIII when both were coexpressed

in human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells, but not when the two

proteins were expressed separately and mixed following cell

lysis (Figure 1B). Thus, our strategy is specific for pre-existing

EJCs because no new EJC-like complexes appear to form after

cell lysis (Mili and Steitz, 2004).

Two different RIPiTs (FLAG-eIF4AIII:Y14 and FLAG-Magoh:

eIF4AIII), but not two control RIPiTs (FLAG only:PHGDH [3-

phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase] and FLAG-only:Y14) yielded

efficient and specific enrichment of the EJC core components

Y14, eIF4AIII, and Magoh (Figure 1C and data not shown).

Surprisingly, even under the most stringent nuclease digestion

conditions, we always observed copurification of the endoge-

nous untagged protein with its FLAG-tagged counterpart

(Figures 1C, lanes 5 and 6, and S1B). This copurification was

eliminated under conditions disrupting EJC core integrity

(e.g., > 450 mM NaCl or 0.5 M urea; Figures S1B and S1C)
but persisted when cells were formaldehyde crosslinked prior

to cell lysis and subjected to RIPiT under denaturing conditions

(Figure 1D). This suggests that EJC monomers physically

interact with one another in vivo (see below).

Another surprising finding was that, in addition to the small

RNA footprints expected for monomeric EJCs (Ballut et al.,

2005; Le Hir et al., 2000a; Stroupe et al., 2006), even more abun-

dant and much longer �30–150 nt RNase-resistant fragments

were consistently observed in all of our EJC preps (Figure 1E).

Both footprint sizes were observed in the absence or presence

of cycloheximide with all nucleases tested but were lost if

RNA-protein complexes were denatured with high salt or by

incubation at 70�C prior to nuclease digestion (Figures S1D–

S1F). The longer footprints persisted even after exposure to

extreme nuclease conditions, although their size and intensity

were reduced with a concomitant increase in shorter footprints

(Figure 1F). The unexpectedly large RNA footprints, combined

with the evidence above for EJC-EJC interactions, suggested

greater complexity for endogenous EJCs than previously

supposed.

The EJC Proteome
To assess the full complement of proteins stably associated with

EJC core factors in vivo, we performed comprehensive mass

spectrometry analyses of samples subjected to extensive RNase

I digestion and FLAG IP from cells expressing FLAG-eIF4AIII,

FLAG-Magoh, or FLAG peptide only (to control for nonspecific

interactions). Remarkably, �70 different proteins were at least

10-fold enriched in both EJC core factor IPs compared to

the control IP, and these enriched proteins could be organized

into readily definable classes (Figures 2A and S2A and

Table S1). Among the most abundant were the three EJC core

factors: eIF4AIII, Y14, and Magoh. Also readily detectable were

late-stage spliceosome components (i.e., U5 snRNP, NTC and

NTC-related, and C complex proteins), consistent with reports

that EJC assembly occurs concurrent with the second step of

splicing and/or spliced exon release (Ideue et al., 2007; Reichert

et al., 2002; Zhang and Krainer, 2007). The most highly enriched

U5 snRNP component was the eIF4AIII recruitment factor

Cwc22 (Barbosa et al., 2012; Steckelberg et al., 2012). The

majority of known peripheral EJC proteins/protein complexes

(such as MLN51, Pinin, Pym, the ASAP complex [Acinus,

SAP18, and RNPS1], and TREX components (UAP56, UIF,

URH49, and Aly/REF]) were also detected, but they were all sub-

stoichiometric to the EJC core factors. Notably absent were

Upf3 and SKAR, although they were marginally detectable by

western blotting (Figures 2D and S2B).

Surprisingly, the entire complement of SR proteins was

robustly enriched, with numerous members being either nearly

stoichiometric (SRSF9, 10, 12) or even super-stoichiometric

(SRSF1, 3, and 7) to the EJC core factors. Further, several other

proteins containing SR domains were also enriched. These ‘‘SR-

like’’ proteins (SRm160, SRm300, Trap150, Tra2a, Tra2b, and

SON) function as splicing coactivators and regulators in vivo

(Ahn et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010; Long and Caceres, 2009)

and are also known mRNPs components (Baltz et al., 2012;

Castello et al., 2012; Merz et al., 2007). Thus, the list of EJC-

associated SR-like proteins extends significantly beyond the
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Figure 1. Purification of Endogenous EJCs and RNA Footprints
(A) RIPiT schematic. EJC core factors, colored; non-EJC proteins, gray; RNA, black line.

(B) Copurification of EJC factors requires their coexpression. Western blot of total extract (TE, lanes 1–4) or FLAG IPs (lanes 5–8) from extracts in which

FLAG-eIF4AIII and Myc-Magoh were either coexpressed (+) or expressed in separate cells (�) and mixed prior to IP.
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previously known peripheral EJC components Pinin, Acinus, and

RNPS1 (Le Hir et al., 2000a; Tange et al., 2005).

To assess the stability of SR protein and EJC core association,

we performed western blots of RIPiT samples. Consistent with

the EJC being a postsplicing complex, western blotting con-

firmed that only the hypophosphorylated forms of SRSF1 and

SRSF3 copurified with the EJC (Figures 2B, 2C, S2C, and

S2D). Further, even after extreme nuclease treatment, SRSF1

was readily detectable in native RIPiT and IP samples (Figures

2C and S2C). In contrast, SRSF1 was not detectable in samples

that had been formaldehyde crosslinked prior to cell lysis, RNase

digestion, and denaturing RIPiT (Figure 2C). This indicates that

nuclease-resistant EJC and hypophosphorylated SR protein-

containing complexes detected under native conditions are

predominantly due to residence of EJC cores and SR proteins

on the same highly protected fragments of RNA.

Higher-Order EJC Interactions
To assess the size of endogenous EJCs, we performed gel filtra-

tion analysis of RNase-treated FLAG-eIF4AIII (Figure 2D) or

FLAG-Magoh (data not shown) complexes subsequent to affinity

elution with FLAG peptide (Figure 1A). Western blotting revealed

two peaks containing the EJC core proteins eIF4AIII, Y14, and

Magoh. These same two peaks were also observed upon gel

filtration of RNase-A-treated cell lysates (data not shown), indi-

cating that they were not formed as a consequence of the

purification. The �450 kDa peak contained only eIF4AIII, Y14,

and Magoh and, in purified samples, only the FLAG-tagged

protein used for affinity purification, but not its endogenous

counterpart. This complex, which is similar in size to the in-vitro-

assembled EJC (Le Hir et al., 2000a), thus likely represents EJC

monomers, perhaps consisting of the core and other peripheral

proteins undetected here.

The larger complex (high molecular weight [HMW] EJC) con-

tained both the FLAG-tagged protein and its untagged endoge-

nous counterpart. This complex also contained ‘‘peripheral’’ EJC

proteins and other EJC-associated factors identified above,

such as hypophosphorylated SRSF1. The larger complex eluted

in the void volume of the gel filtration column, which had an

exclusion limit of >2 MDa. Sucrose gradient fractionation re-

vealed that the larger complex cosedimented with ribosomal

subunits (Figure S2E), confirming their large size. In gel filtration

experiments, the 30–150 nt RNA fragments almost exclusively

fractionated with the HMW EJC, whereas the shorter fragments

cofractionated with both the large and small complexes (Fig-

ure 2E). Consistent with the relative abundance of the long and
(C) Confirmation of EJC purification. Western blots of EJC or non-EJC RNA-

RIPiTs (lanes 5 and 6). For each lane, indicated are the FLAG-fusion protein

lanes 4–6).

(D) EJC purification under denaturing conditions after formaldehyde crosslinki

and 2) or RIPiTs (lanes 3 and 4) from formaldehyde (HCHO)-crosslinked ce

indicates IgGH.

(E) Length distribution of RNase I-resistant EJC footprints. Base-hydrolyze

from RIPiTs indicated at top (lanes 2–5) were 50 end 32P labeled and separated b

right.

(F) Same as (E) except that samples in lanes 3 and 4 were additionally incubated

See also Figure S1.
short RNA footprints in our RNase I digests (Figure 1E), the

HMW EJC constituted �70% of the total. Taken together, these

results indicate that cells contain two EJC populations: mono-

meric EJCs with short footprints consisting primarily of the

core factors and HMW EJCs protecting much longer stretches

of RNA.

Mapping of EJC- and Nuclear mRNP-Protected Sites
To investigate the nature of the short and long EJC-protected

regions, we generated a series of libraries for deep sequencing

on the SOLiD platform (Figure S3A). Short footprint EJC libraries

were generated from 12–25 nt RNA fragments copurifying in

FLAG-eIF4AIII:Y14 or FLAG-Magoh:eIF4AIII RIPiTs or in a

FLAG-only:Y14 control RIPiT. Two libraries were generated

from long EJC footprints: one from the 70–100 nt RNA fragments

from the FLAG-Magoh:eIF4AIII RIPiT and another from30–100 nt

RNA fragments cofractionating with the HMW EJC (gel filtration

fractions 2 and 3 in Figure 2D). To assess how the short and long

EJC footprints compared to all protected regions on endoge-

nous mRNAs, we also prepared a library of 24–36 nt fragments

protected from RNase I digestion in native nuclear mRNPs.

Finally, to quantify expression levels of endogenous mRNAs,

we generated a polyA-selected RNA-seq library from one of

our HEK293 cell lines. Raw reads were mapped to both the

human genome and a reference exon junction data set (Fig-

ure S3B and Extended Experimental Procedures).

Among all libraries, reads mapping uniquely to the human

genome and/or transcriptome were �20- to �37-fold enriched

in exonic regions (Figure S3D). Exon mapping reads in our short

footprint libraries proved highly reproducible, both between bio-

logical replicates and between different IP configurations (Fig-

ure S3E). As expected, these reads were significantly more

abundant for mRNAs from intron-containing genes than for

mRNAs from intronless genes (Figures S3F and S3G). In these

libraries, �40% of exonic reads mapped to the expected EJC

deposition site (i.e., 15–31 nt upstream of exon-exon junctions).

This read distribution led to readily identifiable peaks on indi-

vidual exons (Figure 3A). For quantitative purposes, we devel-

oped an algorithm that defined ‘‘EJC peaks’’ as regions

significantly enriched with short EJC footprint reads across

multiple libraries (see Extended Experimental Procedures).

Around half of such computationally identified EJC peaks map-

ped within exons (Figures S3D and S4A). In comparison, reads

from the long EJC footprint and mRNP protection libraries

were much more broadly distributed across exons (Figure 3A)

and thus did not readily lend themselves to peak calling.
binding proteins in total extracts (lanes 1–3), control RIPiT (lane 4), or EJC

(box above) and antibodies used for the first and second IPs (table above

ng. Western blots as in (C) showing protein levels in total extracts (lanes 1

lls. SDS and deoxycholate were included during the a-FLAG IP. Asterisk

d synthetic polyU30 RNA (lane 1) or immunoprecipitated RNA fragments

y denaturing PAGE. Autoradiograph pixel intensity profiles of lanes 2–5 are at

with RNases A+T1 after a-eIF4AIII IP.
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Figure 2. The EJC Interactome

(A) The EJC proteome. (Left) Protein names orga-

nized into indicated classes. (Center) Heatmap

showing fold enrichment of each protein in FLAG-

eIF4AIII or FLAG-Magoh IPs over its level in

a FLAG-only (control) IP (data not shown). (Black

rectangles) Protein not detected. All proteins

shown were at least 10-fold enriched in FLAG-EJC

protein IPs except in the ‘‘Other proteins detected’’

class, which includes <10-fold enriched RNA-

binding proteins, previously reported EJC-inter-

acting proteins similarly enriched in our EJC and

control IPs, and select proteins depleted in the

EJC IPs compared to the control IP. (Bottom)

Heatmap log2 color scale. (Right) Bar graph

showing protein stoichiometries relative to RBM10

in FLAG-eIF4AIII (blue), FLAG-Magoh (red), or

FLAG-only (tan) IPs. (Dashed blue line) Level of

copurifying Y14 and Magoh in FLAG-eIF4AIII IP.

(Dashed red line) Level of copurifying eIF4AIII

in FLAG-Magoh IP. These dashed lines indicate

assembled EJC core stoichiometries in each IP.

(B) Confirmation of EJC proteomic analyses.

Western blots of total extracts or RIPiTs as in Fig-

ure 1C showing levels of EJC-interacting factors

either detected or not in mass spec analysis.

(C) SRSF1 is tightly associated with but does not

crosslink to EJC core factors. Western blots of

indicated proteins in total extracts (lanes 1 and 5)

or RIPiTs (lanes 2–4 and 6–8). Native and dena-

turing a-FLAG IPs were as in Figures 1C and 1D,

respectively.

(D) Two distinct size complexes containing EJC

core proteins. Western blots of indicated proteins

(left) in total cell extract (TE), input FLAG-eIF4AIII

IP sample (IP), and gel filtration fractions of RNase

A-treated FLAG-eIF4AIII complexes (lanes 1–17).

Peak elution fractions of known MW size markers

are indicated at top. Asterisk indicates IgGH

(RNPS1 panel) or a cross-reacting unknown

protein (SKAR panel).

(E) RNA footprints of EJC-core-containing com-

plexes. Autoradiogram as in Figure 1D showing

RNA profiles from FLAG-eIF4AIII:Y14 RIPiT

(lane 1) or from indicated gel filtration fractions in

D (lane 2: fractions 2 and 3; lane 3: fractions 11,

12, and 13). Pixel intensity profile is on the left.

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
Nonetheless, the exonic read densities within transcripts were

highly correlated between the long and short EJC footprint

libraries (Figures S3H and S4B), indicating enrichment of similar

RNA sequences in long and short footprints.

The Canonical EJC Binding Site is 24 nt Upstream
of Exon-Exon Junctions
To map the predominant EJC deposition site in vivo, we calcu-

lated the distance from the center of each exon mapping read

in all libraries to the 50 or 30 end of its parent exon. Whereas
754 Cell 151, 750–764, November 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
no preferential read positioning was

detected in the RNA-seq library, a

composite plot revealed a striking accu-
mulation of reads centered 24 nucleotides (nt) upstream of

exon 30 ends in all short EJC footprint libraries, with an apparent

footprint width of �14 nt (Figure 3B). No such accumulation was

observed relative to any other mRNA feature such as exon 50

ends, transcription start sites, or polyA sites (Figure 3B and

data not shown). Reads in the long EJC footprint library were

also preferentially skewed toward exon 30 ends but were distrib-

uted more broadly than the short EJC footprints. Although

protection at the�24 position (24 nt upstream of exon junctions)

was evident on some individual exons in the nuclear mRNP



protection library (Figure 3A), this signal was only slightly en-

riched over other exonic sites in the composite plot (Figure 3B).

Preferential EJC association at the �24 position was readily

apparent on individual spliced exons from both protein-coding

and noncoding RNAs, as well as exons upstream of introns

removed by both the ‘‘major’’ and ‘‘minor’’ (U2- and U12-depen-

dent, respectively) spliceosomes (Figures 3C–3F). Further, the

strict position of EJC deposition relative to exon 30 ends is main-

tained even on exons smaller than 24 nt. In such cases, the EJC

deposition site lies within the preceding spliced exon (Figure 3G).

Thus, the major, or ‘‘canonical,’’ EJC (cEJC) deposition site is

centered 24 nt upstream of exon-exon junctions transcrip-

tome-wide.

EJC Occupancy Is Variable within mRNAs
We noticed that cEJC reads exhibited significant exon-to-exon

variability within individual mRNAs (Figures 3A, S4B, and S4C).

To test the validity of this observation, we calculated for each

mRNA the coefficient of variation (Cv) of the number of reads

at cEJC sites. Consistent with profiles of individual mRNAs,

the median Cv was much higher for the EJC libraries than for

the RNA-seq library (Figure 4A). One possible explanation

was differential EJC epitope accessibility at different exon junc-

tions, leading to differential IP efficiencies. However, the

nuclear mRNP protection library, which should be free of any

IP bias, exhibited variability similar to the EJC libraries within

the �15 to �31 window (Figure 4A). High variability at the

cEJC site was also observed in a library generated from form-

aldehyde-crosslinked, FLAG-eIF4AIII cells lysed and FLAG-

IPed under denaturing conditions (Figures 4A and S4C). There-

fore, variability in cEJC reads is unlikely explained entirely by

differences in epitope accessibility or EJC stability during

purification.

Surprisingly, numerous exons completely lacked any EJC

signal at the canonical site (e.g., ENO1 exons 8 and 11, Fig-

ure 3A). We estimated the frequency of such occurrences in all

mRNAs detectably expressed in our cell lines (reads-mapped

per kilobase per million [RPKM] > 1 in our RNA-seq library).

Within these, for each of the 4,156 mRNAs with 10 or more

introns, we determined the fraction of cEJC sites with a detect-

able peak in our largest peak set (FLAG-Magoh:eIF4AIII). Among

lower-expressedmRNAs, the fraction of exons with a cEJC peak

was a direct function of transcript abundance (Figure 4B),

suggesting that apparent EJC absence was mostly due to

incomplete sampling. But at RPKM R10, the fraction of cEJC-

occupied sites plateaued at a median of �80%. Thus, even in

the most highly expressed mRNAs, a fraction of cEJC sites

appeared unoccupied.

Some apparently cEJC-free sites in highly expressed mRNAs

were undoubtedly due to poor mapping of the short EJC foot-

print reads. As compared to cEJC-occupied sites, cEJC-free

sites exhibited a significantly lower (p < 1.35 3 10�40, Wilcoxon

rank sum test) median mappability score (Figure 4C). Nonethe-

less, many canonical sites lacking a cEJC peak within highly

expressed mRNAs (RPKM R 10) also had high mappability

scores (R8). When compared to occupied sites in the same

mRNAs, these readily mappable but cEJC-free sites showed

no significant difference with regard to either sequence compo-
sition (Figure 4D) or conservation (overall or wobble position

only; data not shown) in the �15 to �31 window. We also

detected no difference in predicted 50 or 30 splice site strengths

between cEJC-free and occupied sites (Figures S4D and S4E).

Nonetheless, there were small but significant differences in

the exon and downstream intron length distributions, with

occupied sites tending to occur on slightly shorter exons (�10 nt

difference in median; p = 7.26 3 10�5) or upstream of some-

what longer introns (�150 nt difference in median; p = 1.6 3

10�3) than cEJC-free sites (Figures S4F and S4G). But the

most significant difference between the two sets was the pre-

dicted propensity of nt�10 to�50 to form a secondary structure

(p = 8.63 10�7; Figure 4E). That no such differencewas apparent

for the adjacent window (�50 to �90 nt) strengthens the idea

that EJC deposition is inhibited by local secondary structure

(Mishler et al., 2008). In sum, our data indicate that cEJCs are

deposited on the vast majority of exon-exon junctions in human

mRNAs, but observed occupancy is influenced by exon and

intron length and the availability of single-stranded RNA at the

canonical deposition site.

mRNAs Encoding RNA Processing Factors Display
Higher Overall cEJC Occupancy
In addition to variable cEJC occupancy among exons within

a single mRNA, we also wondered to what extent overall

cEJC occupancy varied among mRNAs. We chose the 7,536

mRNAs from genes with one or more introns that had the

most reproducible cEJC peaks, determined the average cEJC

peak height for each mRNA, and then identified mRNAs with

significantly lower or higher occupancy given their expression

level (Figure 5A). Whereas no functionally related gene class

(defined by Gene Ontology terms) was enriched in the low

occupancy set, those pertaining to RNA metabolism were

�3-fold enriched in the higher occupancy set (Figure 5B). Of

note, many mRNAs in this class regulate their own expression

by alternative splicing linked to nonsense-mediated mRNA

decay (AS-NMD), an EJC-dependent process (McGlincy and

Smith, 2008). Consistent with this, the most enriched category

(�8-fold) in the high cEJC occupancy class constituted known

AS-NMD targets (Saltzman et al., 2008). This enrichment

cannot be explained simply by a higher turnover rate for these

mRNAs, as other classes of unstable mRNAs (e.g., transcription

factors and cell-cycle proteins) were not similarly enriched

(Figure S5A).

One possible explanation for the prevalence of AS-NMD

targets in the high cEJC occupancy set could be enhanced

cEJC occupancy downstream of the PTC-inducing alternative

splicing event. To test this, we compared cEJC occupancies

on exons flanking alternative splicing events that either did

(AS-NMD mRNAs) or did not (AS-only mRNAs) introduce a

PTC (Saltzman et al., 2008). For both data sets, there was no

apparent preferential cEJC occupancy either 50 or 30 to the

event (Figure 5C). What was readily apparent, however, was

the higher overall cEJC occupancy on the AS-NMD mRNAs

relative to the AS-only set. Thus, there may well be a propensity

for increased cEJC occupancy on AS-NMD transcripts, but this

occupancy is not differentially distributed relative to the PTC-

inducing event.
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Figure 3. EJC Occupancy on Endogenous mRNAs

(A) Distribution of short EJC footprints (FLAG-eIF4AIII:Y14 and FLAG-Magoh:eIF4AIII), HMW EJC footprints (FLAG-eIF4AIII-HMW), nuclear mRNP footprints, or

RNA-seq reads on a representative gene (top half), ENO1, and its spliced mRNA (bottom half). Scale is indicated at top; reads per million at the highest position

within each library window are indicated at left.
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Noncanonical EJC Peaks in Exons
In addition to the cEJC peaks centered at the �24 position, we

reproducibly observed peaks at other exonic locations (‘‘nonca-

nonical’’ or ncEJC peaks; Figures 3A and 6A). Such ncEJC peaks

were also present in the library prepared from formaldehyde-

crosslinked FLAG-eIF4AIII:Y14 lysates subjected to denaturing

RIPiT, validating these as bona fide in vivo interactions (Fig-

ure S4C). Among our set of the most reproducible exonic peaks

in the noncrosslinked sample libraries, these ncEJCs repre-

sented 40%of the total (Figure S6A). Unlike cEJCs, ncEJCpeaks

contained clearly identifiable sequence motifs (Figure 6). Highly

enriched among first-exon ncEJC peaks was a CG-rich motif

(Figures 6A, 6B, and S6C) almost identical to an mRNA-export-

promoting sequence found in mRNAs lacking 50UTR introns

(Cenik et al., 2011). Two other motif classes were identifiable

under ncEJC peaks in internal exons (Figures 6C and 6D).

Several C-rich motifs (Figures 6D, top, S6B, and S6D) resemble

known high-affinity sites for SRSF3, whereas an AG-rich motif

(Figures 6D, bottom, and S6E) closely resembles the in vivo

SRSF1-binding site determined by CLIP, as well as a reported

binding site of the SR-like protein Tra2b (Long and Caceres,

2009 and references therein; Sanford et al., 2009). These internal

exon motifs were also similarly enriched in the HMW EJC foot-

prints (data not shown). Further, hexamers predicted to function

as exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) occurred more frequently

as compared to exonic splicing silencers (ESSs) in the HMW

EJC footprints (Figure S6F). ESEs are generally bound by SR

proteins, whereas ESSs usually bind hnRNPs (Dreyfuss et al.,

2002; Singh and Valcárcel, 2005). Thus, some ncEJCpeaks likely

represent short footprints from the SR proteins found to copurify

with EJC core factors in our proteomics analysis (Figure 2).

Plotting ncEJC read densities versus transcript RPKM re-

vealed that, like cEJCs, ncEJC signal is most enriched on RNA

processing factor and AS-NMD mRNAs (Figure 6E). Further,

there is a very high correlation (r = 0.81) between average

cEJC signal and ncEJC density across mRNAs (Figure S6G).

Finally, as expected, these same gene classes are also enriched

in the HMW EJC footprints (data not shown).

cEJCs and ncEJCs Collaborate to Create Higher-Order
mRNP Structure
Our biochemical analysis of cellular EJCs had revealed that EJC

monomers physically interact in vivo (Figure 1). Such interactions

most likely occur between neighboring EJCs. Supporting this,

co-occupancy of adjacent cEJC sites was significantly higher

than expected (Figure 7A). This effect is strongest between prox-

imal sites and becomes progressively reduced at more distal

sites (Figure S7A). A strong correlation was also observed for

ncEJC peak co-occurrence on neighboring exons (Figure S7B).
(B) Meta-exon analysis of read distribution. Composite plots of distances from the

parent exon for the indicated libraries.

(C) Meta-analysis of exons upstream of major or minor spliceosome introns. Com

of introns excised by the ‘‘major’’ (�1.73 105 introns) or ‘‘minor’’ (427 introns) splic

reads within 100 nt from exon 30 end was plotted.

(D–G) Profiles of short EJC footprints, nuclear mRNP footprints, and RNA-seq

indicated at bottom.

See also Figure S3.
Taken together, these data support the hypothesis of stable

physical interactions between adjacent EJC-binding sites.

Also striking is thecorrelationbetweenncEJCandcEJCpeaks.

That is, ncEJCpeaks are�2- to�4-foldmore likely to occur adja-

cent to cEJC-occupied sites than unoccupied sites (Figure 7B).

This is consistent with our biochemical data showing tight physi-

cal association between EJC cores and numerous SR proteins.

To determine whether this physical interaction is of any func-

tional consequence,wemeasured the crosslinking efficiencies of

several mRNA binding proteins to polyA+ RNA upon knockdown

of eIF4AIII (Figures 7C, 7D, and S7C). Whereas crosslinking of

non-EJC-interacting proteins was unaffected by �50% eIF4AIII

knockdown, crosslinking of SRSF1 and SRSF3 was reduced

>2-fold. Thus, eIF4AIII abundance and likely EJC core deposition

(Shibuya et al., 2004) functionally impact recruitment and/or

stable association of SRSF1 and SRSF3 with spliced mRNA.

DISCUSSION

A prevailing view based largely on in vitro studies is that EJCs are

deposited upstream of every exon-exon junction on mammalian

mRNAs, where they exist as singular units decorating the spliced

mRNA much like beads on a string. Our new analysis of spliced

mRNPs derived from cells, however, shows that, although EJCs

are deposited on the majority of intron excision sites, this

occupancy is not absolute. Further, our data indicate that

EJCs exist in higher-order complexes containing multiple EJC

cores in intimate contact with other mRNP components, espe-

cially SR proteins that are bound to their preferred target sites.

These higher-order complexes protect long stretches of RNA

from nuclease digestion. Our results thus provide a view of

cellular mRNPs wherein the regions adjacent to sites of intron

excision are protected and compacted by proteinaceous

complexes consisting largely of EJCs and SR proteins (Fig-

ure 7E). The existence of these complexes explains numerous

functional parallels between EJC and SR proteins.

In Vivo EJC Occupancy
Our data indicate that EJCs are deposited �24 nt upstream of

the vast majority of spliced exon junctions in human mRNAs

(Figures 3 and 4). Nonetheless, �20% of cEJC sites appear

unoccupied. Consistent with a previous in vitro study showing

that local secondary structure can hamper EJC deposition

(Mishler et al., 2008), the strongest contributor to EJC absence

in vivo is the propensity of the �24 region to engage in local

secondary structure (Figure 4E). cEJC-occupied sites, on the

other hand, are skewed toward shorter upstream exons and

longer downstream introns, features that positively correlate

with the presence of ESEs (Dewey et al., 2006) that generally
centers of all exon-mapping reads to the 50 (left) or 30 end (right) of each read’s

posite plots for FLAG-Magoh:eIF4AIII library reads mapping to exons upstream

eosome. In both plots, the fraction of reads at each nucleotide position out of all

reads (as in A) on individual exons. Distinguishing features of each exon are
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Figure 4. Variability in cEJC Occupancy and Contributing Factors

(A) Signal variability among cEJC sites on individual mRNAs. Smoothed

histograms of coefficient of variation (Cv) in the number of reads at each cEJC

site (�15 to �31 nt from exon junctions) within a single transcript in a set of

4,366 highly expressed transcripts. (Inset) Parameters used to calculate Cv.

(B) Fractions of occupied cEJC sites per transcript. Included were all mRNAs

with >10 introns and representative transcript RPKM >1. All cEJC sites with

a significant peak (p < 0.01) overlapping the �24 position in the FLAG-

Magoh:eIF4AIII set were considered occupied. The box plots show the inter-

quartile range (IQR) of fraction-occupied cEJC sites in each RPKM bin. The

whiskers are drawn at 1.5 times the IQR, and outliers are shown as open

circles. Median (black horizontal line) and its confidence interval (notch) are

also indicated within each box-plot.

(C) Range of mappability scores at cEJC-free (white) and cEJC-occupied

(gray) sites from all spliced transcripts with RPKM >10. Occupied sites were

binned by peak significance (probability values). Box plots are as in (B).

(D) Nucleotide frequency plot at cEJC-free and -occupied sites. All sites

with mappability score R8 from all spliced transcripts with RPKM > 10 were

used.

(E) Interquartile range of the minimal free energy of folding for two different 40

nt exonic windows (�50 to�90 nt from exon junctions, left;�10 to�50 nt from

exon junctions, right) for cEJC-free (white) and cEJC-occupied (gray) sites

from (D) except that included cEJC-occupied sites had a peak probability

value < 10�12. The total number of sites in each data set is indicated. Box plots

are as in (B) except only the IQR is shown. The dashed line accentuates

statistically significant (indicated by nonoverlapping notches) difference in

median minimal free energy of cEJC-free and -occupied sites.

See also Figure S4.
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bind SR proteins. As discussed below, this may reflect binding

cooperativity between SR proteins and EJCs.

The high degree of cEJC occupancy in human cells

contrasts with recent findings from Drosophila melanogaster

in which only a few introns tested led to EJC deposition (Sau-

lière et al., 2010). This apparent discrepancy could be due to

either the different experimental approaches employed or

real differences in EJC deposition and stability. That mamma-

lian NMD is highly EJC dependent, whereas Drosophila NMD

is largely EJC independent (Conti and Izaurralde, 2005),

supports the latter view. In both organisms, numerous RNA-

binding proteins regulate their own expression by AS-NMD.

In Drosophila, it appears that AS-NMD is EJC independent

and is accomplished primarily by modulating the distance

between the stop codon and the polyA tail (i.e., 30UTR length)

(Hansen et al., 2009). In mammals, however, AS-NMD is most

often accomplished by inserting a PTC upstream of at least

one intron (i.e., EJC deposition site). Our data showing signif-

icant enrichment of both c- and ncEJCs on known AS-NMD

targets (Figures 5 and 6) support this tight connection between

EJC deposition and AS-NMD in mammalian cells. Although we

observed no preferential cEJC enrichment downstream of the

PTC-inducing AS event, higher overall EJC occupancy could

enhance targeting of these transcripts to NMD by: (1) preferen-

tially driving them into the translationally active pool (Gudikote

et al., 2005; Nott et al., 2004; Wiegand et al., 2003) and then

(2) enhancing PTC recognition due to higher cEJC levels

downstream. Significant enrichment of ncEJC signal on AS-

NMD targets is consistent with previous observations that

SRSF1 overexpression stimulates NMD (Sato et al., 2008;

Zhang and Krainer, 2004). One possible explanation is that

increased SRSF1 occupancy on its preferred sequence motif
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Figure 5. Functional Classes Enriched in cEJCs

(A) Average cEJC peak height versus expression level (RPKM) for 7,536 mRNAs with highly reproducible cEJC peaks. Each dot represents an mRNA with two

or more exons. (Black line) Locally weighted nonlinear fit (LOESS). The top and bottom 5% deviating furthest from the fit are indicated.

(B) Functional classes enriched in the higher cEJC occupancy set. The p values shown were adjusted for multiple hypotheses testing.

(C) Average cEJC occupancy up- and downstream of alternative spliced exons. (AS-NMD [PTC+]) Red line: fraction of cEJC occupied sites on successive exons

flanking PTC-inducing alternative exon inclusion/exclusion events; black line: total number of exons at each position for AS-NMD transcript set (RPKM >1). (AS

only [PTC�]): Same as above, except for a data set in which cassette exon inclusion/exclusion does not generate a PTC.
serves to promote or stabilize adjacent EJC deposition (see

below).

Extensive Interactions between EJCs and SR Proteins
A major surprise in this work is that the in vivo EJC proteome is

much more extensive than previously imagined from in vitro

studies (Figures 2 and S2). Particularly unexpected was our

finding that, not only do numerous SR and SR-like proteins cop-

urify with the EJC core, but several (SRSF1, 3, and 7) are super-

stoichiometric to the core. Consistent with this high abundance,

preferred RNA binding sequences for SRSF1 and 3 were signif-

icantly enriched under ncEJC peaks in our deep sequencing

libraries. Our stringent IP conditions (300 mM NaCl, 0.5% Empi-

gen-BB) and extensive nuclease digestion conditions were

specifically designed to eliminate all but the most tightly bound

EJC-associated factors and RNA footprints. After nuclease

digestion, subsequent purification steps usually required 4–5

additional hours. Therefore, any RNA sequence present in our

short and long footprint libraries had to be very tightly associated

with the EJC core. We conclude that many EJCs exist within

larger complexes predominated by SR proteins bound to their

specific recognition sequences.
Our finding of a tight physical association between EJCs and

SR proteins in vivo is consistent with our previous results

showing SR protein copurification with in vitro assembled

EJCs (Le Hir et al., 2000b; Tange et al., 2005) and may help to

explain the many known functional overlaps between these

two protein sets. In addition to promoting NMD (Sato et al.,

2008; Zhang and Krainer, 2004), both the EJC and SRSF1 can

stimulate translation of bound mRNAs (Gudikote et al., 2005;

Ma et al., 2008; Michlewski et al., 2008; Nott et al., 2004;

Wiegand et al., 2003). Further, the EJC and multiple SR proteins

all promote nucleocytoplasmic mRNA export (Huang and Steitz,

2005; Le Hir et al., 2001). In yet another functional parallel,

knockdown of SRSF1 or any EJC core component leads to

genomic instability (Li and Manley, 2005; Silver et al., 2010).

Finally, both EJC core factors and the SR-like protein RNPS1

are required for splicing of long introns in Drosophila (Ashton-

Beaucage et al., 2010; Roignant and Treisman, 2010), and

the EJC, RNPS1, and other ASAP complex components are

required for splicing of apoptosis gene introns in human cells

(Michelle et al., 2012).

Our data strongly suggest that, rather than being attributable

to functional redundancies, these functional parallels reflect tight
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Figure 6. Noncanonical EJC Sites

(A and B) First exon noncanonical EJCs (ncEJCs).

(A) ANKRD11 (top) and OGT exon 1 showing read distributions at canonical (gray) and noncanonical (colored) sites from indicated short footprint libraries.

(B) (Top) Two related sequencemotifs enriched under first exon ncEJC peaks. (Bottom) Frequency of occurrence of insetmotif among three equal size bins of first

exon ncEJC peaks (black dots connected by dashed line) or in scrambled peak sequences. (Box plots: IQR and median [horizontal line within box plot] of the

frequencies from 1,000 iterations; whiskers are at 1.5 times IQR, and outliers are as open circles.) Peaks were binned according to their probability values.

(C and D) Internal exon ncEJCs.

(C) cEJC and ncEJC sites in KPNB1 exon 10 (top) and BRD2 exon 11 (bottom, color scheme as in A).

(D) (Left) Dendrogram showing relatedmotifs detected in internal exon ncEJC peaks. (Right) Same as in (B) except that internal ncEJC peakswere divided into five

equal size bins.

(E) Functional classes enriched in ncEJC read densities.

See also Figure S6.
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Figure 7. A New View of mRNP Structure Incorporating EJC-EJC and EJC-SR Protein Collaboration

(A) Co-occupancy of adjacent cEJC sites. Bar plots showing expected (light gray) and observed (dark gray) frequencies of co-occupied cEJC sites

(mappability R8) at indicated transcript RPKMs. The two distributions are significantly different (p < 1 3 10�15, chi-square test).

(B) Occurrence of ncEJC peaks on cEJC-occupied (red line) and cEJC-free exons (blue line).

(C) Knockdown efficiency of eIF4AIII quantified by Odyssey imaging. (Bar plot) Lane 2:1 ratio for each protein.

(D) mRNA binding efficiency of proteins upon eIF4AIII knockdown. Western blots showing levels of indicated proteins in total extracts (lanes 1 and 2) and in oligo-

dT-pull-downs (lanes 3 and 4) from UV-crosslinked HEK293 cells. (Bar plot) Lane 4:3 ratio for each protein.

(E) The EJC interactome and a new view ofmRNP structure. (Solid black line) Exonic RNA; (dashed black line) a generic intron; (color ovals) proteins enriched >10-

fold in the EJC proteome (Figure 2) listed in descending order of stoichiometry; (gray ovals) undetected proteins known to bind to mRNA ends; (green spheres)

bridging protein-protein interactions.

See also Figure S7.
physical association between EJCs and SR proteins. Reduced

SR protein crosslinking to polyA+ RNA upon eIF4AIII knockdown

suggests that EJC core deposition helps to stabilize SR protein

association with spliced mRNA (Figure 7). Evidence that
sequences distal to the cEJC site can promote EJC deposition

inDrosophila (Saulière et al., 2010) further suggests that this rela-

tionship is reciprocal (i.e., SR proteins may also stabilize EJC

core association). Further, this model is consistent with the
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cooperative mode of target recognition already proposed for the

SR proteins themselves, which generally display weak binding

with poor specificity in isolation (Singh and Valcárcel, 2005).

The exact nature of the physical interactions between EJC

core factors and SR proteins and the degree to which their

many roles in modulating mRNA metabolism are functionally

dependent on these physical interactions remain to be

elucidated.

Higher-Order Interactions within mRNPs
In comparison to other large RNPs such as the ribosome and

spliceosome, rather little is known about overall mRNP architec-

ture. Electron microscopy of purified Saccharomyces cerevisiae

(S. cerevisiae) mRNPs has revealed them to be on average 10–15

times shorter than the calculated extended length of their resi-

dent mRNAs (Batisse et al., 2009). Even more compacted

(�200-fold) are the gigantic Balbiani ring mRNPs assembled

on long (�35–40 kB) Chironomus tentans salivary gland mRNAs

(Skoglund et al., 1983). Extensive electron microscopy has

shown these mRNPs to exist in the nucleus as 50 nm ring-like

granules having a distinct coiled and folded structure containing

several SR-like proteins (Björk et al., 2009).

In human mRNPs, EJC proteins are present on the vast

majority of exons and form stable, high molecular weight multi-

mers (Figures 1, 2, and 7). Further, we find a high degree of corre-

lation between cEJC and ncEJC sites (Figure 7). Taken together,

these results suggest that physical interactions between and

among EJC cores and sequence-specific SR proteins could be

major driving forces for mRNP compaction. Such compaction

could be necessary for faithful and efficient execution of down-

stream events such as intranuclear mRNP mobility, mRNP

export through the nuclear pore, and mRNP transport and trans-

lation in the cytoplasm. Of great interest for future studies will be

the structural nature of the HMW EJC complexes and how

spliced RNA sequences are packaged within them. Intriguingly,

many spliceosomal and mRNP components, including EJC core

factors and SR proteins, are enriched in inherently disordered

regions (Castello et al., 2012; Korneta and Bujnicki, 2012), and

the disordered region in another RNA-binding protein, TLS/

FUS, was recently shown to mediate phase transition of RNPs

into hydrogels (Han et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2012). Thus the pres-

ence of EJCs and SR proteins may give cellular mRNPs an

intrinsic propensity to adopt hydrogel-like structures.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Extended Experimental Procedures are provided in the Supplemental

Information.

RNA:Protein Immunoprecipitation in Tandem

Stable HEK293 cells expressing near endogenous levels of a FLAG-tagged

EJC core protein were treated with cycloheximide (100 mg/ml; 1 hr) and

sonicated in a buffer containing 300 mM NaCl. RNA:protein complexes

captured on FLAG-beads were washed and RNase I treated at 37�C for

10 min. Washed, FLAG-affinity eluted complexes were then subjected to

a second IP with an antibody recognizing a different EJC core component.

Mass Spectrometry

Stably expressed FLAG-eIF4AIII, FLAG-Magoh, or FLAG-peptide were IPed

and RNase I digested as above in a lysis buffer also containing 0.5% Empigen
762 Cell 151, 750–764, November 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
BB and 1 mg/ml FLAG peptide. A short unresolved SDS-PAGE gel slice con-

taining IPed, reduced, and alkylated proteins was subjected to in-gel trypsin

digestion. Chromatographed peptides identified on a LTQ Orbitrap Velos

mass spectrometer were searched against the human SwissProt index

(09/21/11) using Mascot. Label-free quantitation via extracted ion chromato-

grams was performed using Mascot Distiller.

Gel Filtration

FLAG-eIF4AIII-IPed complexes were fractionated on a 30 ml Sephacryl-S400

HR column. Proteins from 1 ml fractions were precipitated with trichloroacetic

acid and western blotted. �30–100 nt RNA fragments from HMW EJC

fractions were extracted to make a deep sequencing library.

Nuclear mRNP Footprints

HEK293 nuclei were lysed in a buffer containing 250 mMNaCl and 0.5% Triton

X-100. PolyA-containing RNPs from cleared nuclear extract were captured

on oligo-dT cellulose and released by a mild RNase I treatment in a low salt

buffer. RNase-protected RNAs were extracted and size selected for deep

sequencing.

RNA-Seq and Generation of Deep Sequencing Libraries

4 mg polyA+ RNA from FLAG-eIF4AIII-expressing cells was base-hydrolyzed

at 90�C for 20 min. �25–36 nt fragments were converted into a deep

sequencing library. All short RNA fragment libraries were generated using

the small RNA expression kit (Applied Biosystems) following manufacturer

recommendations and were sequenced on the SOLiD platform.

Mapping and Quantification of Deep Sequencing Data

SOLiD colorspace reads converted into sequence space using reference

sequences (human genome and exon junction sequences) were aligned to

reference sequences using Bowtie and were viewed on the UCSC genome

browser. Uniquely mapping reads from biological replicates of short EJC foot-

print libraries were combined for peak calling (signal/background probability

value < 10�2; peak height = number of reads at the most occupied position).

Themost reproducible peaks were those common between the FLAG-Magoh:

eIF4AIII and FLAG-eIF4AIII:Y14 RIPiT sets. Data analysis was performed using

the R statistical software package.

siRNA Knockdown and Oligo-dT Pull-Down of polyA+ RNA-

Crosslinked Proteins

HEK293 Flp-In cells transfected (Lipofectamine RNAiMAX) with 50 nM siRNA

oligos were UV crosslinked at 800 mJ/cm2 �50 hr posttransfection and lysed

in buffer containing 0.5% SDS and 0.5 M NaCl. PolyA+ RNA was captured on

oligo-dT cellulose. RNA-crosslinked proteins were eluted by RNase A + T1

digestion, TCA-precipitated, and analyzed by western blots.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

All sequencing data are available in NCBI’s GEO database under accession

number GSE41154.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven

figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.

org/10.1016/j.cell.2012.10.007.
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